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 Volvo Bus Corporation 

Press Information 

Volvo order for telematics system for 1,400 
buses in Brazil 
 
Volvo Buses has secured its largest order to date for the ITS4mobility 
telematics system. The system is to be installed on 1,400 buses in the city of 
Goiânia in Brazil and will enhance the efficiency of bus operations. 

 
ITS4mobility is Volvo Buses advanced technological platform that supports the bus 
operators’ control of bus operations and provides passengers with information at bus 
stops and on the buses. 

The system gives traffic controllers the possibility to monitor all of the buses in real 
time, see where they are and their progress in relation to the timetables. Traffic 
controllers can also maintain constant contact with the drivers using text messages. 
Using this system, it is easier to maintain timetables and react rapidly to disruptions to 
bus traffic. 

For passengers, ITS4mobility entails electronic boards at bus stops that show when the 
next bus will depart, while on board, there are electronic boards and automatic 
loudspeaker announcements of the next stop. 

A major advantage of ITS4mobility is that the system can be used for all types of 
buses regardless of manufacturer. In Goiânia, Volvo Buses secured the order although 
none of the 1,400 buses is a Volvo bus. 

“This is clear evidence that today’s Volvo is no longer primarily a vehicle 
manufacturer, but a supplier of transport solutions,” says Per Gabell, Head of Volvo 
Buses in Latin America. 

June 30, 2008 

For further information, please contact Per-Martin Johansson, press officer, +46 
31 322 52 00, per-martin.johansson@volvo.com



Visit http://www.thenewsmarket.com/volvogroup to access broadcast-standard video from Volvo Group. You can 
preview and request video, and choose to receive as a MPEG2 file or by Beta SP tape. Registration and video is free 
to the media. 
 

Volvo Bus Corporation is one of the the world’s largest manufacturer of large buses and coaches. The range 
comprises complete vehicles, chassis, bus bodies, transport system solutions for metropolitan traffic, leasing, 
financing and service contract maintenance. Volvo Bus Corporation is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of trucks, buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial 
applications, aerospace components and services. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and 
service. 
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Download picture here: 

http://ams.llr.se/erez4/erez?vtl=imageexpress/3/download_icp3.html&cmd=download
-
prepare&adhoc=1&src=*Oz9xSYA2nJJAw1ZbFhU3P,Eejd7GYIn1rA5gvdbPHKZ5iy
OO0yIRGMy2G0NTbL9kE15nSFsLv2HG.xS4/dx2Rnz3nu3qinJP7UkXt2BmlW14AEx4
WHw== 

 

 


